CEDRO AT THE GREEN FESTIVAL

June 5, 2015
A three day event was organized as part of the environmental day celebration in downtown Beirut, under the patronage of the Minister of Environment and in partnership with the UNDP in Lebanon. The weekend featured environmental activities for the families, kids and youth. The EU-funded CEDRO project endorsed the ECORTRUCK that featured several renewable energy applications among which: solar PV and SWH systems

Read more »

June 9, 2015
MINISTER OF ECONOMY AND TRADE VISITS HOST COMMUNITIES

The Minister of Economy and Trade H.E. Mr. Alain Hakim and the UNDP Resident Representative H.E. Mr. Ross Mountain have conducted visits to the host communities in Akkar. The visits included communal activities and the household visits that have been provided with biomass stoves and solar PV lighting kits through a UNDP executed project funded by a grant from the German Cooperation through the Lebanon Recovery Fund

Read more »

June 2, 2015
PICO PV FIRST INSTALLATIONS

First wave of beneficiaries have been benefitting from solar powered lighting kits in their homes. The kits are composed of small photovoltaic panels that can provide lighting to three rooms through DC lamps, in addition to one phone charger outlet. 600 families (at least 3000 individual beneficiaries) have been shortlisted for a similar installation, hence allowing them to benefit from freely available light during blackouts and nights

Read more »

July 1, 2015
LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF ROOFS (GRAVEL V/S GREEN)

Mr. Makram El Bachawati, PhD candidate at the University of Balamand, writes about the life cycle assessment (cradle to gate) of green roofs, in particular gravel ballasted and extensive green roofs. The exchange was written in close collaboration with researchers from the University of Balamand in Koura, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal and La Rochelle University in France, and utilizing the green roof project implemented by CEDRO at the premises of Bank Du Liban, Hamra
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